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So Far, at Least: This Time Isn’t Different
This month marks the 75th anniversary of a not particularly friendly wager.
On October 11, 1943, after meeting to
discuss strategy, the American general
Dwight Eisenhower and the British general Bernard Montgomery bet five
pounds sterling on the end of the war in
Europe: Ike that it would be over by
Christmas 1944, Monty that it wouldn’t.
Even though his bet had clearly been lost
for some time, Ike didn’t pay it off until
he had to: Christmas Day 1944. (The slip
of paper documenting the bet, which
both generals signed, still survives.)
You may wonder how I would come to
know an oddball factoid like this. The
answer is simple: I ran across it in a
book about the war, and it stuck in my
mind because Ike and Monty made that
bet on the day I was born. Thus you may
infer that this October 11th, I’ll celebrate—and that’s surely the operative
verb—my 75th birthday.
To have lived these 75 years on
earth—51 of those years as a financial
professional—is to have been exposed to
a tremendous amount of genuine disaster. Some has been political and even
geopolitical, some economic and some
financial. To begin with, I was born into
the most violent episode in human history: a six-year global war that caused the
deaths of some 60 million people.
This was followed by nearly half a century of global thermonuclear standoff, in
which two hegemonic superpowers marshaled the capacity to destroy each other
(if not humankind) many times over.
Indeed, for 13 days in 1962—in the Cuban Missile Crisis—it looked like we just
might do it.
More than 50,000 Americans died in a
war in Korea, then 50,000 more in Vietnam.

One U.S. president died in office; a
second was shot to death as he rode in a
car in Dallas; a third was driven from
office in the certainty that he would otherwise have been impeached. In a matter of weeks in 1968, our nation’s greatest civil rights leader and a leading presidential candidate were murdered.
On the economic/financial front, in my
lifetime the United States has experienced 12 economic recessions (the government’s count); there have been 14
bear markets in the S&P 500 (my count).
In three of those market declines—the
most recent in 2007-09—the Index went
down by roughly half. (When stagflation
walked the earth, between 1966 and
1982, the inflation-adjusted value of the
Index actually went down about 70%).
Along the way, I lived through any
number of seemingly apocalyptic episodes that turned out to be nonevents
(examples: the “flash crashes” of 1962
and 2010, Black Monday 1987) as well
as some that proved wholly imaginary
(who can forget Y2K, Ebola and the fiscal
cliff?).
I can go on and on like this, but I
think you get the idea. So now, allow me
to recite, as quietly as possible, a few
other little statistics that you may find
interesting, particularly against the backdrop of the foregoing litany of disaster:
On the day I was born (it was a Monday), the forerunner of the S&P 500 Index closed at 12. (It didn’t, exactly: I’ve
rounded it up.) As I write, it’s around
2,900. That’s just the price of the Index
itself; it doesn’t count dividends.
For the full year 1943, the earnings of
the S&P 500 Index were 94 cents; 61
cents of that was paid out in cash dividends. The comparable figures for 2017
were, with a little gentle rounding, $125
and $50. (You didn’t ask, but with
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earnings for the first half of the current year already
in the barn, the consensus of analysts’ estimates is
that earnings for the full year 2018 will come in
around $162.)
This suggests to me, at the very least, a history
of notable resilience on the part of mainstream equities. Heaven knows, they occasionally set back—and
at times set back very hard—but they’ve never yet
managed to stay set back, if you see my point.
Now, what does that tell us about the future? Answer: nothing at all, in terms of any certainty. There
are no facts about the future. But the record of
mainstream equities—that resilience in their earnings, dividends and values despite long, bitter episodes of geopolitical and economic upheaval—may
suggest to you (as I’m guessing it does to your financial advisor, and as it certainly does to me) a
patient, disciplined long-term investment policy.
I am not at all unmindful of the numerous and
very real economic problems my country currently
faces. To name a few: Social Security deficits, Medicare deficits, unfunded pension and healthcare obligations of states and municipalities, federal operating deficits, and rising federal debt as a percentage
of GDP. It seems probable to me that all of these
issues will, to some greater or lesser extent, have to
be addressed over the next 10 years or so.
I don’t know how they are going to get resolved.
Much more to the point, I don’t know how to make
investment policy out of them. For example, a consensus among economists holds that there must
come a point at which the ratio of federal debt to
GDP suppresses economic growth. Many have
averred that that point is somewhere around 100%.
(The current level is about 77% and rising.)
Even if I’m prepared to stipulate to that notion, I
still have the following strategic problems with regard to my equity portfolio:
• What if it isn’t 100%? What if it’s sooner? What
if it’s later? And what if, as Chuck Yeager believed
about the sound barrier, the linkage doesn’t exist at
all? Or it does, but growth from some other positive
force (worker productivity driven by technological
breakthroughs, for example) ends up offsetting it?
• Assuming there is this invisible economic wall,
when and at what level (if at all) will the equity market top out in anticipation—or as a result—of hitting
it? Where, in other words, do I get out of the market
so as to miss most of the setback?
• At what depressed level of equity prices will the
“crisis” be fully discounted, and/or when and how
will the “crisis” itself be resolved? In other words,
believing as I do that the uptrend in equity earnings/dividends/values ultimately reasserts itself,
where/when do I get back into the market?

I find that I can’t begin to answer any of these
questions, much less all of them. This inability, and
my three quarters of a century of life (two thirds of
that as an investor), suggest a default strategy. Although it probably won’t be much fun, maybe I
should just plan to ride it out—whatever “it” turns
out to be.
History tells me this has ultimately proven to be
an effective long-term approach. Of course, maybe
this time will be different. (Heaven knows, the media will assure me it is, and I’ll have to be ready for
that.) I won’t know for sure until it’s over. But on
October 11 (based on present trends), I’ll be 75.
And I’ve seen too much resilience in my lifetime to
go betting the ranch on Armageddon now. Just one
man’s opinion, you understand.
© October 2018 Nick Murray. All rights reserved.
Used by permission.
All performance referenced is historical and is no
guarantee of future results. All indices are unmanaged and may not be invested into directly.

Argus Reminder
Paper Shredding
Whenever you need to safely dispose of confidential
documents containing sensitive information,
we invite you to take advantage of our shredding
service.
We use a local service that provides secure, on-site
destruction of documents and recycles 100% of the
shredded material.
Documents containing social security numbers, account or bank information, and anything else you’d
like protected, stop by and we will have them shredded for you. If you are not sure what to keep and
what you can discard, feel free to schedule an appointment and we would be happy to help.
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Argus Happenings

Congratulations Lisa May on passing the Series 66 (held
with LPL Financial) Exam!

Brian and Chrissy Sandberg won the 1st Annual “Goodness
Gracious, Great Bowls of Chili” Cook-off with a delicious
buffalo chicken chili! Chris Engle, took second place with
his slow roasted pork lime chili. Ryan and Dawn Smith took
third place with their delicious white chicken chili. It was a
delicious lunch break for the team!

Congratulations to Geoffrey and Nicole Sadek on the birth
of their son, Desmond. Desmond weighed 7lbs, 13oz and
his big sister Genevieve adores him!

Chris Engle and Ryan Smith attended the Accelerate LPL
Conference in Austin, Texas from November 7th through
the 9th. The conference had various speakers and
presentations with the main focus on best practices for
managing client accounts.

Valuable Verbiage
Volatility refers to the amount of uncertainty or risk
related to the size of changes in a security’s value. A
lower volatility means that a security’s value does not
fluctuate dramatically, and tends to be more steady. A
higher volatility means that a security’s value can potentially be spread out over a larger range of values.
This means that the price of the security can change
dramatically over a short time period in either direction.

Social
Security
Tip
Cost-of-Living Adjustment
(COLA):
Based on the increase in the Consumer Price Index (CPI-W) from
the third quarter of 2017 through
the third quarter of 2018, Social
Security and Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) beneficiaries will
receive a 2.8 percent COLA for
2019.
2019 Maximum Taxable Earnings:
Social Security (OASDI only) :
2018-$128,400/2019-$132,900
Medicare (HI only): N o L i m i t
o Quarter of Coverage: 2018$1,320/ 2019- $1,360
o Maximum Social Security Benefit: Wor ker Retir ing at Full Retirement Age: 2018- $2,788/mo.
2019- $2,861/mo.
o Retirement Earnings Test Exempt
Amounts:
Under full retirement age: 2018$17,040/yr. 2019- $17,640/yr.
2018- $1,420/mo. 2019-$1,470/mo
The year an individual reaches
full: 2018-$45,360/yr. 2019$46,920/yr. retirement age: 2018$3,780/mo. 2019- $3,910/mo.
NOTE: Applies only to ear nings
for months prior to attaining full
retirement age. One dollar in benefits will be withheld for every $3 in
earnings above the limit. There is
no limit on earnings beginning the
month an individual attains full
retirement age.
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Tiramisu Cheesecake
Ingredients:

1 (12 ounce) package ladyfingers

1 cup of white sugar

2 eggs

1/4 cup butter, melted

1/4 cup coffee flavored liqueur, divided

1/4 cup all purpose flour

3 (8 ounce) packages cream cheese

1 (1ounce) square semisweet chocolate

1 (8 ounce) container mascarpone cheese
Directions:

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Place a plan of water on the bottom of the oven.

Crush the package of lady fingers to fine crumbs. Mix the melted butter into the crumbs.
Moisten with 2 tablespoons of the coffee liqueur. Press into an 8-inch springform pan.

In a large bowl, mix cream cheese, mascarpone, and sugar until very smooth. Add 2 tablespoons coffee liqueur, and mix. Add the eggs and the flour; mix slowly just until
smooth. Pour batter over crust in the springform pan.

Place pan on middle rack of oven. Bake until just set, 40-45 minutes. Open oven door,
and turn off the heat. Leave cake to cool in oven for 20 minutes. Remove from oven, and
let it finish cooling, about 30 minutes. Refrigerate for at least 3 hours, or overnight.

Grate semisweet chocolate over the top right before serving.
Tips: If the cheesecake batter is too thick in step 3, add a little cream. Also, aluminum foil can
be used to keep food moist, cook it evenly, and make clean-up easier.

